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Surge in offtake points at strong demand momentum  
While economic conditions tailspinned in earlier part of 2020 amid outbreak of the novel 
Coronavirus, prompt action by the government (implementation of a lockdown together 
with disbursement of emergency funds to counter the pandemic) quickly revived the 
economy. The momentum has continued and in particular, the cement sector has posted 
a strong rebound. This was primarily owed to a package for the construction industry, 
work on colony construction of high-level dams as well as the low interest rate 
environment, which has translated to a healthy 16% jump in cement offtake during 
1HFY21 to 28.6mn tons. This was aided by an identical surge in local dispatches to 
23.6mn tons while exports observed a similar growth (+15% YoY to 5.0mn tons) in Jul-
Dec’20. We also highlight the QoQ upturn in total offtake by 11% to an all-time high of 
15.0mn tons, given local dispatches went up by 18% to 12.8mn tons (surprising as the 
winter season has historically been slower). Albeit, exports pulled down by 17% QoQ to 
2.3mn tons amid manufacturers’ preference to cater to high-margin local sales, second 
wave of COVID-19 globally together with congestion at the ports (priority given to import 
of sugar and wheat as opposed to clinker exports so as to contain inflationary pressure). 

2QFY21: AHL Cement universe earnings to surge by a stunning 3x YoY / 2x QoQ  
Although coal prices witnessed a slight uptick during 2QFY21 to USD 60/ton (lagged 
effect) from USD 50/ton in the last quarter, we believe cost pressures will remain 
contained amid i) benefits of large scale economies with all players posting improvement 
in offtake on a QoQ / YoY basis and, ii) price hike in North towards the end of the quarter. 
Effectively, we eye higher margins in 2QFY21 vis-à-vis last quarter and SPLY.  
 

LUCK: EPS growth of 3x YoY expected in 2QFY21 
Lucky Cement Limited (LUCK) is forecast to post earnings of PKR 3,100 (EPS: PKR 9.59) 
in 2QFY21, up by 3x as compared to PKR 3.03/share in SPLY and PKR 6.89/share in 
1QFY21. We cite growth in dispatches to 2.6mn tons during the quarter, coupled with 
improved retention prices (both local and export) to aid margins (at 29% vis-à-vis 15% 
SPLY). Consolidated earnings of the company are estimated at PKR 5,250mn (EPS: PKR 
16.23).  
 

MLCF: Losses to Profit 
Maple Leaf Cement Factory Limited (MLCF) is set to unveil its 2QFY21 financial result 
whereby we expect the company to post a bottom-line of PKR 1,081mn (EPS: PKR 0.98) 
against a loss of PKR 785mn (LPS: PKR 0.71) in SPLY. This turnaround is owed to margin 
accretion to 25% in the period under review vs. 6% in 2QFY20 primarily attributable to 
pricing improvement as dispatches are forecast to decline by 17% YoY to 1.3mn tons. 

Exhibit: Cement Dispatches - Region Wise 
(000) tons Dec-20 Nov-20 MoM Dec-19 YoY 1HFY21 1HFY20 YoY 
North      3,594       3,312  9%    3,172  13%    21,429     18,827  14% 
Local      3,471       3,129  11%   2,965  17%    20,219     17,407  16% 
Exports        123         182  -32%      207  -41%     1,210      1,420  -15% 
South      1,193       1,197  0%    1,135  5%      7,188       5,924  21% 
Local        683         613  11%      572  19%     3,381      2,967  14% 
Exports        510         584  -13%      563  -9%     3,806      2,957  29% 
Total Local      4,154       3,743  11%    3,536  17%    23,601     20,373  16% 
Total Exports         633          766  -17%       770  -18%      5,016       4,377  15% 
Grand Total      4,787       4,509  6%    4,306  11%    28,617     24,751  16% 
Source: AHL Research 

Cements TP* Upside Stance

LUCK 947.6   37.2% Buy
MLCF 49.2     14.4% Buy
ACPL 187.3   21.5% Buy
DGKC 144.3   30.1% Buy
KOHC 228.9   7.3% Hold
FCCL 30.1     39.5% Buy
*Dec-21
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Whereas on a QoQ basis margins may witness a hike of 527bps due to 10% uptick in 
offtake.  
ACPL: King of South  
Attock Cement Pakistan Limited (ACPL) is scheduled to announce its 2QFY21 financial 
result of 26th Jan’20 whereby we project company earnings to arrive at PKR 554mn (EPS: 
PKR 4.03) compared to PKR 405mn (EPS: PKR 2.95) in SPLY and PKR 119mn (EPS: 
PKR 0.87) in 1QFY21. Stunning growth in profitability is in lieu of a 3% YoY / 6% QoQ 
jump in dispatches to 0.94mn tons coupled with the company’s premium pricing in the 
South market. This is expected to translate to margins of 25.8% during the quarter as 
opposed to 21.1% in SPLY and 18.6% in the last quarter.  
 

DGKC: Topline growth to offset absent dividend income  
D.G. Khan Cement Company Limited (DGKC) is forecast to post a profitability of PKR 
647mn (EPS: PKR 1.48) in 2QFY21 against PKR 581mn (EPS: PKR 1.33) in SPLY and 
loss of 351mn (LPS: PKR 0.80) in the last quarter. With retention prices undergoing 
tremendous improvement, margins are set to climb up to 16.8% vs. 13.2% in 2QFY21. 
While a 30% jump in local dispatches on a QoQ basis is set to improve margins by 7% 
over last quarter.  
 

KOHC: 67x YoY surge in earnings expected in 2QFY21 
Kohat Cement Company Limited (KOHC) is projected to unveil earnings of PKR 643mn 
(EPS: PKR 3.20) during the outgoing quarter, depicting a jump of 67x YoY and 27% QoQ 
to PKR 10mn (EPS: PKR 0.05) and PKR 507mn (EPS: PKR 2.52) in SPLY and 1QFY21, 
respectively. Substantial improvement in retention prices as well as a 59% YoY / 8% QoQ 
jump in offtake to 0.98mn tons is likely to aid margins to 20.3% as opposed to 1.3% last 
year and 18.5% in 1QFY21.  
 

FCCL: Earnings to grow by 5x YoY / 38% QoQ in 2QFY21 
Fauji Cement Company Limited (FCCL) is expected to post earnings of PKR 960mn 
(EPS: PKR 0.70) in 2QFY21 vs. PKR 189mn (EPS: PKR 0.14) in SPLY and PKR 696mn 
(EPS: PKR 0.50) in 1QFY21. With nearly 20% jump in retention prices, margins are set 
to jump up by 19% YoY to 26%. While 11% QoQ growth in offtake to 0.92mn tons will 
push up margins by 461bps in 2QFY21 in contrast to 1QFY21.   

  
 

 

  

Exhibit: Financial Highlights  
 EPS   1HFY21   1HFY20   YoY   2QFY21   2QFY20   YoY   1QFY21   QoQ  
 MLCF*          1.49        (1.61) n/m         0.98        (0.71) n/m          0.51  95% 
 DGKC          0.68        (1.93) n/m         1.48          1.33  11%        (0.80) n/m 
 ACPL          4.90          5.55  -12%         4.03          2.95  37%          0.87   5x  
 LUCK       16.47          5.99   3x          9.59          3.03   3x           6.89  39% 
 FCCL          1.20          0.35   3x          0.70          0.14   5x           0.50  38% 
 KOHC          5.73          0.49   12x          3.20          0.05   67x           2.52  27% 
Source: Company Financials, AHL Research 
*Consolidated 
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Analyst Certification: The research analyst(s) is (are) principally responsible for preparation of this report. The views expressed in this research report accurately reflect the 
personal views of the analyst(s) about the subject security (ies) or sector (or economy), and no part of the compensation of the research analyst(s) was, is, or will be directly 
or indirectly related to the specific recommendations and views expressed by research analyst(s) in this report. In addition, we currently do not have any interest (financial or 
otherwise) in the subject security (ies). Furthermore, compensation of the Analyst(s) is not determined nor based on any other service(s) that AHL is offering. Analyst(s) are 
not subject to the supervision or control of any employee of AHL’s non-research departments, and no personal engaged in providing non-research services have any influence 
or control over the compensatory evaluation of the Analyst(s). 

Equity Research Ratings 
Arif Habib Limited (AHL) uses three rating categories, depending upon return form current market price, with Target period as Dec 2021 for Target Price. In addition, return 

excludes all type of taxes. For more details kindly refer the following table; 

Rating Description 
BUY Upside* of subject security(ies) is more than +10% from last closing of market price(s) 
HOLD Upside* of subject security(ies) is between -10% and +10% from last closing of market price(s) 
SELL Upside* of subject security(ies) is less than -10% from last closing of market price(s) 

      * Upside for Power Generation Companies (Ex. KEL) is upside plus dividend yield. 

 
Equity Valuation Methodology 
AHL Research uses the following valuation technique(s) to arrive at the period end target prices; 

 Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 
 Dividend Discount Model (DDM) 
 Sum of the Parts (SoTP) 
 Justified Price to Book (JPTB) 
 Reserved Base Valuation (RBV) 
 
Risks 
The following risks may potentially impact our valuations of subject security (ies); 
 Market risk 
 Interest Rate Risk 
 Exchange Rate (Currency) Risk 

 

Disclaimer: This document has been prepared by Research analysts at Arif Habib Limited (AHL).  This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation for the purchase 

or sale of any security. This publication is intended only for distribution to the clients of the Company who are assumed to be reasonably sophisticated investors that understand 

the risks involved in investing in equity securities. The information contained herein is based upon publicly available data and sources believed to be reliable. While every care 

was taken to ensure accuracy and objectivity, AHL does not represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied on as such. In particular, the report takes no 

account of the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of investors. The information given in this document is as of the date of this report and there can 

be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with this information. This information is subject to change without any prior notice. AHL reserves the right to 

make modifications and alterations to this statement as may be required from time to time. However, AHL is under no obligation to update or keep the information current. 

AHL is committed to providing independent and transparent recommendation to its client and would be happy to provide any information in response to specific client queries. 

Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. This document is provided for assistance only and is not intended to be and must not alone be taken as 

the basis for any investment decision. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. Each recipient of this document should make such investigation 

as it deems necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies referred to in this document (including the merits and risks 

involved), and should consult his or her own advisors to determine the merits and risks of such investment. AHL or any of its affiliates shall not be in any way responsible for 

any loss or damage that may be arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report.  

 
 


